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1.0 RINL has an elaborate Complaint handling system on
vigilance related issues. Complaints focused on
system lapses, erring officials of the organization and
on corruption etc.  are dealt under the above system.
All the complaints received are examined and brought
to their logical end. Under the above system,
complaints need to be lodged by providing the full
details of the complainant, since anonymous and
pseudonymous complaints are not entertained by
Vigilance Department, as per the guidelines issued
by CVC.

2.0 The examination of the Complaints received may result
in one or more of the following:
(a)Filing of the complaint in case there is no merit or

the complaint is vague or without verifiable facts.
(b) Preventive action in the form of bringing in systems

improvement by putting in place proper checks and
balances so that the deficiencies observed in the
systems are corrected.

(c) Punitive actions like recovery and / or regular
departmental action against concerned
employees, blacklisting of contract agency and

Complaint handling system in RINL-VSP pertaining to vigilance related issues

from CVO's Desk.....
An effective complaint handling system is essential for carrying out fair and transparent

business. It benefits business in several ways: in identifying areas prone to corruption which dent
the efficient utilization of resources; in focussing attention on areas having scope for improvement
in terms of promotion of fairness, transparency, openness in all dealings and reduction in costs,
thereby leading to higher level of stakeholders' satisfaction. In this issue, we have given an
overview of the existing complaint handling system pertaining to vigilance related issues in RINL-
VSP.  The recently installed dedicated kiosk for lodging online vigilance complaints, is another
step forward in our constant endeavour for improving the quality of our services. I believe there is
still scope to improve our complaint handling system and we welcome suggestions from our
readers for improving the existing system.

In different issues of Spandana in the past, we have reproduced CTE's observations and
views thereon from their booklets. In the previous issue, we had reproduced a part of the booklet
on "Shortcomings of general nature observed during Intensive Examination of Works / Contracts".
The concluding part of the above booklet has been reproduced in this issue.  We hope, the
readers will find it useful.

 Integrity Pact is a powerful tool for promoting fairness in business dealings and for providing
a hospitable environment for the same. In the process of educating our readers , frequently asked
questions on Integrity Pact and their answers are included in this issue  for providing better clarity
and understanding of IP.

v Complaint handling system in
RINL-VSP pertaining to vigilance
related issues

v Shortcomings of general nature
observed during Intensive
Examination of Works / Contracts

v Case Studies
v CVC Circulars
v Integrity Pact: Frequently asked

questions and answers

(K.Vidyasagar, IAS)

imposition of other penalties like debarring from
future dealings with RINL-VSP, forfeiture of Security
Deposit / Earnest Money Deposit etc.

3.0 The following guidelines need to be kept in view while
lodging complaints:

A) (i) Complaint can be lodged against employees of
RINL-VSP.

(ii) Complaint can also be lodged against contractual
agencies engaged in business with RINL-VSP in
respect of registration with RINL-VSP, documents
submitted to RINL- VSP and contracts entered into
with RINL-VSP etc.

B) Complaint can be lodged by any of the following means
to CVO RINL-VSP:
(i) By meeting CVO in person and handing over the

complaint
(ii)By making the complaint through Fax (0891-

2518398) / e-mail : dir.vig@vizagsteel.com
C) By using any one of the following modes:
3 Through Online Complaint Registration system on the

website at www.vizagsteel.com
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Shortcomings of General Nature observed during

Intensive Examination of Works / Contracts

The Chief Technical Examiner's organisation of Central Vigilance Commission had released a booklet on

"SHORTCOMINGS OF GENERAL NATURE OBSERVED DURING INTENSIVE EXAMINATION OF WORKS /

CONTRACTS "in April 2004.The same is being reproduced for information and guidance of our readers. First part of

this booklet was reproduced in the previous issue of Spandana. This is the concluding part of this booklet.

AWARD OF WORK

o In spite of a plethora of guidelines issued by the

Commission on various aspects of tendering,

organizations continue to embark upon limited

tendering, selective publicity and fixation of arbitrary

PQ criteria to suit certain firms. Many instances of

arbitrary and non-transparent selection / rejection of

firms through pre-qualification have been noticed. Such

procedures are replete with risks of lower competition,

Kiosk installed at Reception centre of Main Administration
Building for lodging online vigilance complaints

2 The purpose of a Government is to make it easy for people to do good and difficult to do evil.
-----Gladstone

3 By dropping the complaints in drop boxes provided at
the following locations:
i)  Balacheruvu Gate (Near Gate Monitoring Cell)
ii)  Central Stores ( Near CISF Post)
iii)  Pay and PF Section (Near Entrance)
iv)  Plant Plaza Gate ( Near Gate Monitoring Cell)
v)  Project Office (Near CISF Post)
vi)  Main Administration Building (D-Block Reception )
vii) Vishakha Steel General Hospital (Opposite to

             Registration counter)
3 RINL-VSP has now provided a dedicated kiosk at

Reception Centre of the Main Administration Building
with touch screen as well as key board facilities for
lodging online complaints by Public, Contractors,
Vendors, Suppliers, Customers and Employees on
vigilance related issues.

3 As per CVC guidelines, complaints received by
departments having vigilance angle will also be
forwarded to Vigilance Department for examining the
same.

4.0 Vigilance Department has no jurisdiction over private
individuals and government officials.  Therefore please
do not lodge complaints against them to Vigilance
Department.

5.0 Vigilance Department does not entertain anonymous/
pseudonymous complaints. For considering the
complaints, name address and contact details of the
complainant is to be provided.  Vigilance Department
assures that the above details will be kept totally
confidential.

6.0 Complaints must be brief and should contain factual
details and verifiable data. They should not be vague
or contain absurd allegations and sweeping
statements.

7.0 The body of the letter should be drafted in such a way
that it should not give any clue of the complainant.

8.0 Please ensure that the complaint is addressed directly
to the Chief Vigilance Officer of RINL-VSP.

9.0  It is not possible to keep the complainant updated with
the status of the case. However, no complaints shall
remain unattended. All of them will be brought to their
logical conclusion.
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Character is like a tree and reputation like a shadow. The shadow is what we think of it; the tree is the real thing.
------Abraham Lincoln

cartel formation and higher rates. Giving sufficient

time to bidders for market survey and evaluation is also

essential especially for large projects.

P In the case of a communications organisation, PQ

criteria of 'Completion of 5 works of similar nature in

Govt. organizations only' was kept as a minimum

requirement leading to majority of the contractors being

disqualified.

P     In a recent inspection of a PSU for the procurement of

HDPE bags, it was noted that pre qualification criteria

for selection of vendors was decided after opening of

the tenders. Further, the criteria decided was

discriminatory as it specified the manufacturing

capacity of the vendors located in nearby states as

20,000 bags per day vis-a-vis 70,000 bags per day for

the vendors located in other states.

P    In a large value work for laying of High Tension Line,

one bidder was pre-qualified by the PSU and awarded

the work, though the firm was not meeting the pre-

qualification criteria. As per the PQ conditions, the

prospective bidder was required to have executed one

work of minimum 200 Kms of similar transmission line.

Against this requirement, the bidder submitted

experience of four separate contracts of 15 Km, 71 Km,

74 Km and 40 Km. which was accepted and contract

awarded to this bidder.

o The amount of Earnest Money deposit kept in the tender

document is sometimes abysmally low ranging from

NIL to Rs. 1,00,000/- and bears no relationship with the

estimated cost of the work which may run into crores

of rupees. The small amount of EMD proves to be too

low for safeguarding the interest of the organisation.

P In a recent inspection of a shipyard PSU, it was noticed

that limited tender inquiry was issued to select vendors,

without any basis. No EMD was kept in the tender.

Tender negotiations were conducted with L-2 bidder and

the work awarded to them in violation of CVC

instructions. However the firm backed out after award,

without any financial repercussion, due to lack of EMD

provisions in the tender. The tender had to be cancelled.

In the second round the L-1 bidder withdrew the offer

due to fluctuations in the prices. A conditional letter of

intent subject to confirmation of prices by the steel

manufacturer was issued to L-2. The firm did not agree

to furnish the security money and were also not willing

to accept the LD clause. The LOI was again cancelled

without any financial penalty on the firm. Ultimately the

tender inquiry was put on the company's web site and

work awarded to the single late bidder. Having provision

of adequate amount of EMD safeguards the interest of

the organisation and keeps the non-serious and

speculative bidders at bay.

o Govt. Organizations continue to dole out interest free

mobilisation advances to the contractors, in clear

violation of the Commission's guidelines.

P One organisation was noticed to have gone a step

further and given interest free mobilisation advances

not only to its contractors but also to its engineering

consultant, the PMC and the inspection and expediting

consultant. In the event of a delay in work, the

contractors/consultants tend to enjoy the interest free

advances at the cost of the government and may even

stand to earn money on the free resources.

P Additional interest free equipment advance' amounting

to Rs 15 crores was paid to the contractor in a power

project on the basis of deviation in the contract without

any specific provision in the contract resulting in

extending undue financial benefit to the contractor.

P Interest free equipment and mobilization advance

amounting to Rs. 45.00  crores was lying with

contractor in a highway project without any bonafide

use in the project, as the progress achieved was only

15% against the targeted progress of 55%.

o The tender documents should carry all relevant

informationin an explicit manner. The criteria of

evaluation for identifying the lowest bidder should be

3



Try not to become a man of success but rather try to become a man of value.
-----Albert Einstein4

clearly stated and the irrelevant and non applicable

clauses of the tender should be crossed out. All bidders

must be brought at par techno-commercially before

opening of the price bids. Objective and market based

justification of rates must be prepared before award of

the work/contract.

P A work costing about Rs 800.00 crores was awarded

to an ineligible PSU on nomination basis, over-looking

the claim of another eligible PSU. The awardee PSU in

turn, awarded the major portion of the work to a private

contractor on back to back basis without inviting open

tenders, resulting in award of work to the contractor

without competition.

P In a work of laying of optical fiber cable in the State of

Maharashtra, one central PSU distributed the work into

various Telecom Districts and awarded the work in such

a manner that all the participating private firms could

get at-least one route for cable laying. No genuine

competition was generated and as a result the rates of

cable laying varied from Rs.260/- to Rs.580/-  per meter

on different routes. The organisation thus failed to

ensure techno-commercial correctness of the offers

before awarding the works leading to a wide variation

in rates.

P For sale of Pig Iron by a steel sector PSU, the sole

dealer was selected through a draw of lottery. After

initially awarding the contract for a period of 3 months,

four extensions of 3 months each were given to the

contractor covering a total quantity of 2,87,809 MT as

against 50,000 MT originally envisaged in the contract.

There was no provision in the original contract for such

extensions and the decision smacked of favoritism.

During the extended period, the contractor enjoyed

monopoly status in the market.

P In another case, a central PSU entered into a pre-bidtie-

up with a private manufacturer of DI pipes, for

participating as a lead partner in a bid for a state

government project. At the same time the private

manufacturer also participated independently for the

same bid. Interestingly in the contract between the state

government and this PSU, there was a penalty clause

for delay in completion with a maximum penalty of 7.5%

but in the pre-bid tie-up between the PSU and the private

manufacturer, there was no such clause for penalty for

delay in supply of DI pipes. Moreover, 100% payments

were made by the PSU to the pipe manufacturer on

supply whereas the state government was paying only

75% against supply of items. In the process the PSU

made 25% extra payments over long periods of time.

Further, the PSU kept no security or bank guarantee to

safeguard its interest in case the pipes were found

defective or failed during testing. Thus the PSU while

extending all safeguards to the client failed to protect

its own interests in the pre-bid tie up with the private

manufacturer.

POST AWARD ACTIVITIES

o A common irregularity noticed during inspection is the

acceptance of post award requests of contractors which

are in variance with the tender provisions, e.g. for getting

the contract split into supply and works contracts.

Though these innocuous looking requests may appear

to have no repercussions on the PSU, the contractor

is seen to benefit tremendously by avoiding taxes like

WCT etc on the modified contract.

P In one such case a fertilizer PSU split up the work of

electrification into separate supply and works contract

on the awardee's request. This not only led to huge

savings for the contractor on account of undeducted

WCT, but also left the organisation saddled with

unwanted material, which was received as a part of

supply contract but was not installed due to site

limitations.

P In a recent case, a PSU bank accepted the post LOI

condition of the bidder for payment of service tax in

addition to the quoted prices for the operation and

maintenance work of a new AC plant, though the tender

düŒ+<äq  ÀúÊtåÁ



Parents can only give good advice or put them on the right paths, but the final forming of a person's  character lies in their own hands.
------Anne Frank 5

specified all inclusive quote from the bidder.

o Some organizations do not maintain the contract

documents in a proper manner. The agreement which

consists of the bill of quantities, technical and

commercial conditions, technical negotiations, price

bid, LOI/LOA is a legal document and forms the Magna

Carta between the two parties. The documents should

be well bound, paginated, secured and signed by both

the parties and kept in a manner that possibilities of

tampering and interpolation are eliminated.

P In a recent case, it was seen that bidders, who never

returned the tender documents during submission of

bids, were also considered for award of work. Further

some of the documents listed in the (stamp paper)

agreement were not available with the PSUs, so much

so, these had to be obtained from the contractor.

o All post award deviations have some financial

implication or the other and should be avoided.

Organizations routinely accept the innocuous

looking requests of contractors without meticulously

going into the proposals or taking into consideration any

financial implication. This has usually resulted into

undue financial benefit to the contractor.

P In the case of a pre-bid tie-up between a central

government PSU and a private manufacturer of DI

pipes, the original agreement envisaged supply of pipes

from Calcutta works on FOR destination (Bangalore)

basis. The rates of the manufacturer were based on

this condition. But at the time of execution of contract,

the manufacturer proposed to supply the pipes from

their Tirupati works to Bangalore. The PSU readily

agreed to this proposal without considering any financial

implication, though the private firm saved considerably

on freight due to this change.

P In a jetty project, retention money was released to the

contractor against bank guarantee without any such

provision in the contract. The above resulted in undue

financial benefit to the contractor to the tune of Rs. 70

lacs.

o Another deficiency noticed during inspections is that

the contract document is not properly studied and

implementation of contract clauses is lax. Clauses of

insurance, workmen compensation, labour licenses ES

IC etc are routinely neglected, giving huge financial

benefit to the contractor.

P In a big hydel-power project, it was found that insurance

of the construction plant and equipment was only partially

obtained resulting in an undue benefit to the contractor

to the tune of Rs.6 crore. This amount was recovered

from the contractor after inspection by the CTEO.

o The importance of site documents continues to be

overlooked. Records of measurement, hindrance, site

instructions, testing are either not prepared or made

as a formality. While making running payments the

locations of measurement is not recorded, LD is not

imposed for vague reasons since no record of

hindrance is maintained. The basic essence of the

contract to complete the work in time is ignored, even

to the extent that in some cases payments were

released much beyond the completion period without

extending the agreements.

P In one oil PSU work, formal agreement with the

contractor was entered into after a lapse of more than

1 1 /2 years that too after prolonged correspondence

including negotiation in rates, but the payments were

regularly released by the PSU without any agreement.

 P No logbook for recording details such as time and date

of failure, nature of failure, time of reporting and time of

restoration etc. was maintained by the branches of a

bank at most ATM's. In the absence of the same, it

would not be possible for the bank to claim routine

penalty against downtime etc. from the contractor, as

per the provisions of the contract.

PPPPP
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There never was a good knife made of bad steel.
-----Benjamin Franklin6
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Case Studies

Deviations from Contract provision - Certifying wrong payment :

Company hired vehicles of a model of a particular year or of later date, for day to day maintenance works at different

locations in the Plant and Township on long term basis. During surprise checks conducted, in four locations either Jeep

or other type of vehicles having less carrying capacity and of models, other than what was prescribed, were deployed by

the contractor and all those vehicles were certified as of the prescribed model and payments were made to the contractor.

The matter was reported to the department concerned about the above irregularities.

It was found that around Rs. 5.0 lakhs was paid excess to the contractor due to such wrong certification. After due

process, recovery of Rs. 5.0 lakhs was made from the contractor's bills. While punitive action was initiated against the

official involved, systemic improvement was done by introducing a new format for recording the usage of vehicle,

circulation of Letter of Intent and important terms and conditions to all users to enable them to effectively implement the

penal provisions etc.  in case any deviation is observed  during execution of the contract.

Conducting E - auction with one bidder :

Examination of a particular e - auction file revealed that the auction was conducted only for one bidder. It was noted that

e - auction procedure of Disposal Stores does not prohibit conducting e - auction with one bidder. Further, the tender

notification was not sent to all the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) registered bidders. Considering the same, it

was suggested by Vigilance Department that e - auction procedure may be amended suitably stipulating the requirement

of more than two bidders. Further, to get more participation, it was also suggested to send the tender notification to all

the CPCB registered parties by Registered Post. Action was taken by the department accordingly.

Accounting of Cement :

 On observing some work being carried out in a quarter in the township, it was ascertained that private work was being

done by a group of masons. Vigilance team found the cement bags being used, belonged to VSP and were meant for

VSP's use. However, with those cement bags some construction work was being done on private contract basis by an

employee in the quarter. Further investigation revealed that the cement bags were given to the private group of masons

by few working contractors of the company for some consideration. Company had issued cement bags to these

contractors free of cost for carrying out maintenance works of houses in Ukkunagaram. Proper accounts were required

to be maintained by these contractors for issue and consumption of all the cement bags while carrying out the works in

the township. Concerned dept. along with the contractor has to maintain cement register and check the ground balance

on day to day basis. Vigilance Department conducted checks of cement stores maintained by the contractors, and

found large gap in accounting of cement bags available physically in the stores and cement bags which should have

been available. Appropriate amount was recovered from contractors' bills. Further, concerned department has initiated

action as per the House Allotment Rules of the Company against the employee for unauthorized construction work in

his quarter.



Never let your sense of morals get in the way of doing what's right.
----Isaac Asimov 7

Sl.No SUBJECT CVC Circular No. & Date

Integrity Pact- Selection and Recommendation of Independent External Monitors
(IEMs).

The Commission receives a number of requests for implementation of Integrity Pact in
Government of India organizations and Public Sector Undertakings. Organizations desirous
of implementing Integrity Pact are required to forward at most three names of Independent
External Monitors along with the proposal to the Commission for its approval.

2. The Commission would consider names for appointment of Independent External Monitors
of only those officers of Government  of India departments or Public Sector Undertakings,
who have retired from top management positions. The Commission would not consider the
name of an officer / executive, who is either serving or who has retired from the same
organization to be an IEM in that organization, although they may have served in the top
management. Eminent persons, executives of private sector of considerable eminence
could also be considered for functioning as Independent External Monitors and names
recommended to the Commission for approval.

3. The appointment of Independent External Monitors would be for an initial period of three
years and could be extended for another term of two years on a request received in the
Commission from the organization appointing the Independent External Monitor. An
Independent External Monitor can have a maximum tenure of 5 years in an organization
with an initial term of three years and another term of two years.

4. Organizations recommending the names of Independent External Monitors  are to select
and forward the names to the Commission after due diligence and scrutiny.

Implementation of e-tendering solutions - check list.

Guidelines were prescribed in office OM of even number, dated17.09.2009, on the above-
cited subject, advising organisations to take due care to see that effective security provisions
are made in the system to prevent any misuse. It has been observed during security audit
carried by CTEO that e-procurement solutions being used by some of the organisations
lack security considerations as envisaged in the Commission's guidelines dated 17.09.2009.
Some of the shortcomings / deficiencies are of repetitive nature.
A check list to achieve security considerations in e-Procurement solutions was enclosed
to the above circular.

Transparency in Works/Purchase/Consultancy contracts awarded on Nomination
basis.

CVC vide Circular No.15/5/06 dated 09/05/2006 had prescribed certain measures to be
followed on works/purchase/consultancy contracts awarded on nomination basis by PSUs.
These instructions have been reviewed by the Commission vide Office order No. 19/05/
2010 dated 19/05/2010. Accordingly the following

"All works awarded on nomination basis should be brought to the notice of the
Board of the respective PSUs for scrutiny and vetting post facto"  (in the circular dated 19/
05/2006)
has been amended to read as

"All works awarded on nomination basis should be brought to the notice of the
Board of the respective PSUs for information".

17/04/10

Dated:
19.04.2010

18/04/2010

Dated
26.04.2010

19/05/2010

Dated
19.05.2010

1

2

3

+   Note:  For viewing complete circulars as also other CVC circulars, please visit CVC website - www.cvc.gov.in or www.cvc.nic.in
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Views and Opinions published in this Newsletter do not necessarily reflect the Management’s thinking and Policy.

Feedback for improvement is welcome and may be sent to spandana@vizagsteel.com

Note: Spandana can be viewed at http://www1.vspsite.org/vigilance/spandana/tabid/70/default.aspx

Editorial Board: V.R. Baparao, AGM (Vig.),  P.S.N. Murty, AGM (Vig.), Ashok D. Chincholkar, Manager (Vig.)

NEWS & EVENTS
1) Samalochana - was conducted in Vigilance Department on 27-05-10.
2) A programme , for bringing awareness about  5-S  concepts , was organized  on 27-05-10 for the benefit of the employees

of Vigilance Department.
3)  On 30th June 2010; Dr. B R Bangray, Director, QCFI interacted with vigilance officers and provided guidance for achieving

implementation of  5 S in Vigilance Department.
4) Shri  J Lakshminarayana , Manager (Vig.) was transferred to Works Division vide order dated 28-06-2010.

Vigilance Checks carried out during April - June 2010
Sl.No Description     Total
  1 Surveillance checks 13
  2 Road re-weighments 07
  3 Quality checks 03

TOTAL: 23

1. Who are the players of IP?
a.  The Company, i.e., Principal
b.  The vendors, i.e., Counter-party
c.  The Independent External Monitor (IEM)

2. Why should a company sign IP?
IP helps Government and companies to reduce high cost and
maintain quality control. IP adoption creates public confidence
and trust in decision making process, and also a more
hospitable investment climate and public support in the country.

3. Is it mandatory to adopt IP for a PSU?
Adoption of IP is voluntary, but once adopted, it should cover
all tenders/ procurements above a specified threshold value
and follow the Integrity Pact in letter and spirit.

4. What is the duration of the IP between Principal and Bidders?
The IP begins when both parties have legally signed it. It
expires after 12 months of the last payment made under the
contract. In a contract between Principal and Bidder, the
Principal's IP is to be followed.

5. What is an IEM?
Independent External Monitor (IEM) is the watchdog for
smooth functioning of the IP program. IEM is responsible to
ensure the credibility of the program.

6. What is the role of IEM?
An IEM can review independently and objectively whether
and to what extent parties have complied with their obligations
under the Pact. Accordingly, IEM would have access to all
relevant documents, whenever required. Ideally, all IEMs of

an organization should meet in two months to take stock of
the ongoing tendering processes.

7. Requirements to become IEM
IEM should be an eminent personality of impeccable integrity
and reputation. It is desirable that the persons proposed
possess domain experience of the PSU activities or the
relevant field with which they may be required to deal.

8. What is the status of an IEM?
The position of IEM is similar to an Independent Director of a
PSU.

9. Why an IP, if there are existing anti-corruption laws in place?
Despite the existence of anti-corruption laws, the persistence
of corruption related problems in public contracting shows
the need to develop alternate mechanisms that increase
effective compliance of law and make it harder to corrupt. In
this sense, the IP does not replace the law, but enables its
compliance by levelling the playing field, and assuring the
contenders that all will behave under the same conditions.
Besides, TII is setting up a group of Resource Persons who
can provide the necessary expertise in response to calls for
help from the organizations promoting the IP.

10. What is Sanction?
Sanction is a process of taking action if anybody breaks the
law. If any bidder breaks the commitment which he/she made
at the time of submitting bidding documents, the concerned
Principal can take action like black listing, forfeiture of deposit
etc. against that bidder.

Integrity Pact: Frequently asked questions and answers

düŒ+<äq  ÀúÊtåÁ

Status of Implementation of Integrity Pact(IP) in RINL-VSP  from 2007-08 to 2009-10
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